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ULTRA3   The Complete 
Sewer & Drainage Solution

ULTRA3    from JDP is a market-leading dual-
purpose drain and sewer pipe system. ULTRA3 
is the ideal choice for all situations, from on-plot 
110mm to main sewers up to 630mm, giving you 
a single range solution. Popular with installers, 
ULTRA3 is a complete system with a common 
installation process across the entire range.

Fast To Install & Long 
Service Life

With its simple installation system, ULTRA3 is easy 
to use and fast to install, reducing time on site. 
Made from at least 40% recycled PVC, ULTRA3 
is an environmentally responsible choice with 
SN8 stiffness and a lifespan to match traditional 
materials, making ULTRA3 the future of drainage 
systems.

Our ULTRA3 range is kitemarked to BS EN 13476-2, 
making it fully adoptable across the UK.

® 

®

 

 

 

Compliant & Adoptable 
Nationwide

ULTRA3 is a complete system that is adoptable by 
all water authorities across the whole of mainland 

UK. Fully compliant under SfS (Scotland), SfA 
(Wales) and DCG (England), ULTRA3 is available, 

from stock, in JDP branches across the country or 
by direct delivery to site.
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The Installer’s Choice from 
Plot to Mains
ULTRA3 is popular with installers nationwide because it 
is a one-stop solution from plot to mains. Available in a 
full range of diameters from 110-630mm, ULTRA3 has 
high-quality integral seals that reduce the time it takes 
to install, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of 
your sites.

Safer On Site & 
Sustainable Choice
ULTRA3 is the health and safety person’s system of 
choice. Manufactured from virgin PVC-U on the outer 
and inner surfaces (for optimal flow performance), 
the inner core is engineered from carefully selected 
recycled PVC. This makes for a uniquely ‘green’ product 
that is relatively light compared to traditional materials 
and therefore safer to handle on-site, requiring less 
hazardous and expensive mechanical handling.

Designed For You, 
Engineered To Last
Reduced weight and faster installation does not mean 
reduced quality! Manufactured by DYKA, JDP’s sister 
company, ULTRA3 is the product of years of design, 
testing and feedback from installers, customers, and 
industry experts, ensuring the right drainage solution for 
your sites every time.

For more information, visit our website: www.jdpipes.co.uk

Inner Surface PVC-U

Outer Surface PVC-U

Core-min. 40% Recycled PVC

Illustrative description of ULTRA3 PVC-U inner and 
outer surfaces with a recycled PVC Core.
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When You Specify a Piping 
System, You Can Be Sure That 
ULTRA3 is certified to:
• BS EN 13476 (-1, -2) – Plastic piping for non-

pressured systems. In addition to compliance, 
ULTRA3 is at least 40% recycled!

• BS EN 1401-1 – Solid wall PVC-U piping requirements 
for non-pressurised underground sewers and drains. 
Only fittings are compliant. 

• WIS 4-35-01 – ULTRA3 meets and exceeds 
the standards for pressure jetting and with a low 
coefficient of friction to minimise the risk of blockage, 
it is a long-life, low maintenance system.

The Range You Can Trust
ULTRA3 is manufactured to the highest standards in our own state-of-the-art factories. This 
ensures that, as a merchant-manufacturer, we have the perfect product for you.

Adoptable Nationwide

ULTRA3 is tested, certified and
approved for adoption by all mainland
UK Water Authorities. As a complete
system, from on-plot to main sewers,

available nationwide, ULTRA3 gives
you a single solution that is fast and
simple to install for all your drainage

needs.
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Here When You Need Us

Delivering on your promises – JDP has branches 
with stock in depth, nationwide so you have the 
support you need on hand. In addition, we deliver to 
sites every day with 98% on time and in full.

• Advice on call – JDP’s Technical Department is on 
call or just an email away for questions and support 
with first-class, customer-focused advice.

• Technical expertise – Whether you need a simple 
take-off pricing or a complete system design, we 
have the knowledge and experience to help.

• Value engineering – One of the many reasons 
JDP customers relish working with us is that our 
Technical Department can add value to their plans 
by reducing cost, increasing efficiency or both.

Support On Call

 

For more information, visit our website: 
www.jdpipes.co.uk

JDP is an expert source of advice for water management 
design. From a simple question to a cutting-edge underground 
sewer design, the benefits of using JDP’s Technical Support 
Department include:

Take-off - Bill of quantities and quotes 
from existing drawings

Design – From scratch design for 
stormwater attenuation

Advice – From best practice to 
regulatory guidance

Value engineering – Cost effective 
solutions to improve efficiency

Liaison – Intermediary with 
consultants, engineers and architects

JDP is both your local merchant and the manufacturer of ULTRA3. This gives you access to a unique level of 
expertise and advice to make your projects run even more smoothly.

Merchant Range, Manufacturer Expertise

Technical Support: 01228 794445
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Next Generation Technology
ULTRA3 is much more than just a drain/sewer system - 
it is the sustainable choice for the next generation of
projects. PVC-U is an engineered technology designed to
last as long as any traditional material but with even
better flow characteristics. Manufactured with a recycled
PVC core, it also reduces waste.

Sustainable, Durable & 
Recycled
ULTRA3 is tough and highly durable, meeting, 
and exceeding WIS jetting standards with 
SN8 stiffness, ensuring that, although it 
is easier to lift, it is never lightweight in 
performance. Add to this the at least 40% 
recycled PVC used in its manufacture and 
you have a high performance solution with a 
positive environmental impact.

Reduce InstallationInstallation Time By Up ToTime By Up To 35%
As a complete system, ULTRA3 and AXEDO are up to 35% faster to install than traditional alternatives. Being 
available all from a single supplier helps reduce the complexity of your supply chain and inventory.

For more information, visit our website: www.jdpipes.co.uk

Sustainable 
Drainage Systems
We offer free, accredited CPD 
sessions to share our expertise. 
Book or enquire online 

Fast, Direct Connection 
to Chambers
ULTRA3 is also optimised with PPICs,
especially DYKA’s AXEDO range. ULTRA3 is
designed to connect directly with AXEDO,
further reducing the installation time and
the number of components required. Add to
that the integral seals in ULTRA3, and you
have a system that can be installed, tested
and ready to be commissioned while others
are still unloading!
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One Range of Pipes & Fittings
ULTRA3 and AXEDO offer a complete solution for drainage/sewerage pipe and inspection chamber systems.
Both are fully adoptable nationwide and available from stock in branches across the mainland UK or for delivery.

Minimise Maintenance
After the system is installed, your choice will
continue to benefit users for decades. AXEDO
provides fast, easy non-entry inspection and
maintenance with a smooth flow characteristic,
ensuring the absolute minimum of unplanned
activity.

Whether you are looking for a solution for RMI, a
new build project, a residential complex or an
industrial installation, ULTRA3 from JDP is the
solution.

ULTRA3 can be used in both house drainage (100/110mm & 150/160mm) and adoptable sewers (150/160mm
- 600/630mm) compliant with water authority requirements. A large range of fittings are available to ensure
the project goes as smoothly as possible.

Fittings

ULTRA3 is a complete
solution in standard 3m
and 6m lengths with a full
range from on-plot to mains.
Product range, nominal size
and outside diameter:

(3m) 600/630mm

(3m) 475/500mm

(3m) 375/400mm

(3m) 300/315mm

(3m) 225/250mm

(3m) 185/200mm

(3m/6m) 150/160mm

(3m/6m) 100/110mm

Pipe Couplers Double Socket 
Bends

Single Socket 
Bends

Junctions Reducers
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Inverness
Inverurie
Broxburn
East Kilbride
Longtown
Birtley
Skipton
Knottingley
Manchester
Bolton
Alfreton
Wednesbury
Northampton

01463 717818
01467 633332
01506 854626
01355 235581
01228 792391
0191 410 9522
01756 796180
01977 677000
0161 724 2300
01204 396052
01773 835104
0121 558 6076
01604 754025

Norwich
Colchester
Cambridge
Havant
Ashford
Berkhamsted
Isle of Wight
Carmarthen
Hereford
Yate
Avonmouth
Dorchester
Launceston

01603 931318
01206 795555
01223 654310
02392 473437
01233 618323
01442 874692
01983 537250
01267 220656
01432 376752
01454 323000
01179 380138
01305 853887
01566 777081

BRANCH NETWORK

Sales & Products                                                                       Technical Support 
sales@jdpipes.co.uk                                                                                01228 794445
                                                                                                                   technical.support@jdpipes.co.uk

General Enquiries                                                                       Online
01228 791503                                                                                         www.jdpipes.co.uk
contact@jdpipes.co.uk                                                                              @jdpipes_co_uk
                                                                                                                     /JDPipes.co.uk

Locate your local JDP branch at
www.jdpipes.co.uk/branches

© JDP
John Davidson (Pipes) Ltd, Townfoot, Longtown, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA6 5LY

Tel: 01228 791503 Email: contact@jdpipes.co.uk Web: www.jdpipes.co.uk

Registered in Scotland No. SC050397
Kintore Business Park, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire, AB51 OYQ

With JDP manufacturing partners:
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JDP is more than just a merchant. As part of Tessenderlo Group, a worldwide
organisation operating across 21 countries, our manufacturing capabilities, technical
knowledge and extensive product knowledge makes us one of the leading experts in
your industry.

By continuing to invest in extensive stock levels to ensure local availability of our
product range, and combining expertly trained staff, our own specially designed vehicle
fleet, a dedicated in-house Technical Support team and a growing nationwide network
of branches, JDP is always close to the project and ready to serve.


